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Introduction

Production of incremental oil from large carbonate reservoirs can supply humankind with crude oil for
several decades. Injection of lowered or modified salinity brine, which can imbibe into bypassed zones and
perhaps with a slight pressure push produce the trapped oil, is the most desired solution to the problem
of increasing water cut in the reservoirs. Other solutions exist, but they are more expensive. The recovery
mechanism starts by wettability alternation through lowering of water advancing contact angle, which
enables spontaneous imbibition. The wettability alternation is caused by weakening rock-oil interaction,
which is manifested by multi-component ion exchange Lager et al. (2008); Chen et al. (2018); Yutkin et al.
(2018); Hu et al. (2018).

Crude oil-brine interface is charged with several polar functional groups dangling into the brine. These
originate from asphaltenes – a collection of small-to-large aromatic molecules – that reside at the interface
and form polymer-like structures owing to π-π-stacking. Both positively and negatively charged groups
can be found at the interface making it amphoteric. Amphoteric polymer-like interfaces interact with
almost any surface once protecting water film is broken, which readily happens on a rough surface. Then
the charged groups at the oil-brine interface will reach the surface and substitute ions in the β -plane of the
rock generating oil wet surface. This process must be reversed to produce oil. Once exchanged, the process
can be reversed. However, the polymer-like nature of the adsorbed asphaltenes greatly impedes the reversal.

Using a classic 2-1 ion-exchange isotherm, we study the appropriate strategies for reversing the ion-
exchange process in the above context of incremental oil recovery. For practical reasons we focus on highly
saline brines, like seawater, and its dilutions. We account for the effects of bulk chemical speciation on
the ion exchange. Next, we consider ion exchange coupled with 1D transport model and demonstrate that
simple seawater dilution does not favor asphaltene detachment. Finally, we compose a seawater-based
flood that is efficient in reversing the exchange process and weakening rock-oil bond.

Methods

In this work we use a classic adsorption isotherm for a nonlinear 2-1 ion exchange in dimensionless form
Equation 1

YCa2+

(1−YCa2+)2 =

[
KexCEC

CCl−

]
XCa2+

(1−XCa2+)2 (1)

where YCa2+ = 2nCa2+/CEC, XCa2+ = 2CCa2+/CCl− , Kex is the ion-exchange equilibrium constant, CCl− =

2CCa2++CNa+ , 2nCa2++nNa+ =1, ni =Ci/CEC, Ci is a surface concentration in moles per unit of specific
surface area, and CEC is cation exchange capacity expressed in equivalents per specific surface area.

This isotherm analytically describes 2-1 cation or anion exchange with the salinity term defined as CCl−

or CNa+ , respectively. Solving for concurrent aqueous chemical equilibrium requires a numeric solver. We
use PHREEQC code to obtain solutions for such cases Parkhurst and Appelo (1999).

We assume that both positive and negative functional groups reside at crude oil-brine interface. Indeed,
total acid or total base numbers routinely obtained for crude oils indicate the presence of proton donors and
acceptors, some of which can attain charge in aqueous environment. On top of the list of functional groups
are amines (aliphatic or aromatic) and acids (carboxylic or sulphate). Charge on these groups depends
on reservoir pH. Carbonate reservoirs are pH buffers, with a typical pH range 7 – 8. At such pH, amino,
carboxylate, and sulphate groups exist in charged form. 1D dispersive transport coupled with a non-linear
process, like 2-1 ion-exchange, has no analytic solution. We use PHREEQC 1D transport module in our
numerical approach.

Results

Reaction 2 below describes the multi-component ion exchange mechanism of oil desorption. The leftmost
species in reaction 2 represents asphaltene at crude oil-brine interface attached to carbonate rock. The
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index “n” emphasizes the polymer-like structure formed by asphaltenes at the interface. Many bonds form
between the oil-water interface and the rock making it harder to separate. The reaction itself hypothesizes
a detachment process of oil caused by sodium cations.

Another mechanism that allows charged groups at the oil-brine interface interact with carbonate surface
is ion-bridging. It is described by reaction 3. In this case, calcium ions serves as a bridge between two
negatively charged groups forming >CO3 – CaOOC – R< complex. Analogous reactions can be devised
for calcium sites at a carbonate surface and negatively charged functional groups at the oil-water interface
including anion bridging, but we limit our discussion to reactions 2 and 3.

>(CO3)n−(NH3)n−R<︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rock w/ deposited oil

+ nNa+︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bulk sodium

−−→←−− n>CO3Na︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sodium adsorbed

+(+NH3)n−R<︸ ︷︷ ︸
Desorbed oil

(2)

>CO−3 +Ca2++−OOC−R<−−→←−− >CO3−CaOOC−R<︸ ︷︷ ︸
Oil deposited through Ca2+ bridge

(3)

Reaction 2 with n= 2 is a 2-1 ion exchange, and its extent can be understood by solving Equation 1. Oil
deposition path offered by reaction 3 depends on the species >CO3 – Ca+ that in turn exchanges with
sodium. Therefore, a waterflood that reduces calcium ion concentration at the rock surface (nCa2+) should
also favor oil-rock bond(s) weakening.

Figure 1a shows three ion-exchange processes for a 2-1 system exemplified by Ca2+ and Na+: 1) dilution
of artificial seawater with DI water (dashed green line); 2) dilution of artificial seawater with NaCl brine
having higher sodium concentration than the seawater (dotted blue line); and 3) dilution of artificial sea-
water with NaCl brine having the same sodium concentration as the seawater (solid red line). Our goal is
to achieve the lowest nCa2+ by exchanging it with sodium.

We start with the analysis of the most impractical first case. Indeed, dilution of seawater with deionized
water is expensive. What is worse, such dilution does not result in a decrease of nCa2+ . Instead, as indicated
by the arrows, nCa2+ increases. The second and third cases are functionally similar and give similar results.
In the second case, one can efficiently decrease nCa2+ , but at the cost of adding extra NaCl and increasing
salinity of already saline brine. Finally, the third case is most optimal and allows one to decrease nCa2+ to
0, but it is impractical.

We next study the effect of calcite chemical equilibrium on cation exchange isotherm at constant salinity
for cation and anion exchanges exemplified by Ca2+/Na+ and SO2 –

4 /Cl– respectively. This case requires
a numerical solver. We solve for both cation and anion exchange reactions simultaneously using the same
parameters for both processes. One can regard Ca2+/Na+ ion pair as a proxy for (+NH3)2 – R</Na+ pair
and SO2 –

4 /Cl– for ( –OOC)2 – R</Cl– , respectively.

Figure 1b shows the result of the modeling with solid circles indicating the end of dilution. First, the
isotherms differ because of calcium carbonate and sulphate chemistry. Second, sulphate is less represented
on the surface than calcium. Finally, sulphate surface concentration is less impacted by the dilution than
calcium concentration. Therefore, we conclude that both nCa2+ and nSO2−

4
decrease with dilution i.e. respond

to the treatment.

Discussion

We study and discuss two tertiary recovery waterflood cases and their efficiency in reducing the number
of rock-oil bonds. The cases considered are simplified with a number of assumptions and therefore only
provide a basis for qualitative comparison of waterflood designs and results.

First, we consider injection of 2x diluted artificial seawater. A carbonate core initially contains artificial
seawater (CNa+ = 1.5 M, CCa2+ = 0.25 M, and CCl− = 2 M) as in Yousef et al. (2012). Then a 2x diluted
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Figure 1: Various exchange isotherms. Ci, j corresponds to bulk ionic concentration of exchanging ions,
ni corresponds to ion concentration on the surface, where i=Ca2+ or SO2−

4 , and j=Na+ or Cl−. Arrows
indicate direction of salinity decrease, circles indicate points of lowest salinity. (a): Green dashed line: a
constant ratio isotherm (CNa+/CCa2+ =5,CCl− follows electroneutrality). Blue dotted line: an isotherm with
all three concentrations varying. Red solid line: constant salinity isotherm, i.e. CCl− = const. (b): Cation
and anion exchange on CaCO3 surface with bulk chemical equilibrium. Red solid line shows Ca2+/Na+

isotherm; green dashed line shows SO2 –
4 /Cl– exchange isotherm at constant salinity (i.e. CNaCl =const.).

CaSO4·xH2O phases were allowed to reach saturation index of 3 without precipitation.

artificial seawater flushes for 0.5 pore volumes. We calculate concentrations of all major species as well
as equivalent fraction of adsorbed calcium at the surface. The goal is to observe a decrease of nCa2+ , which
is a proxy for (+NH3)n – R<.

Figure 2a shows the result of such modeling. Chloride is a tracer; sodium and calcium almost exactly follow
chloride step concentration change. However, we observe that after injection of 0.5 PV (see zone to the left
of 0.5 PV mark), nCa2+ increases rather than decreases. We cannot comment on the magnitude of the ion
exchange effects because of simplicity of the model. This effect is predicted by the ion-exchange adsorption
isotherm (see green dashed line in Figure 1a). Therefore, we conclude that such approach does not favor
detachment of (+NH3)n – R<. The same conclusion can be made about anion exchange (not shown here).

Next, we consider a lowered salinity waterflood that corresponds to the third case pictured in Figure 1a
(solid red line). As previously, the core is initially filled with the artificial seawater. Then a modified salinity
brine is injected for 0.5 PV. The brine is derived from the artificial seawater by replacing half of calcium
with sodium but keeping chloride concentration fixed (CNa+ =1.75 M, CCa2+ =0.125 M, and CCl−=2 M),
which roughly corresponds to 2x dilution.

Figure 2b shows the result of such simulation. Chloride concentration is a straight line as by design. Cal-
cium and sodium profiles show step changes with hardly noticeable retention. The most important feature
in the figure is the positive response of calcium surface concentration to the treatment. Indeed, nCa2+ de-
creases (and so would do (+NH3)n – R<) as a result of the waterflood. Again, this outcome is as predicted
by the ion exchange isotherm in Figure 1a. We, therefore, conclude the efficiency of the selected approach.

Conclusions

In this work using 2-1 ion-exchange isotherm we studied multi-component ion exchange, which is believed
to explain crude oil interactions with the rock surface. Our goal was to find the general waterflooding
strategies that favor reversal (partial or full) of the exchange reactions responsible for oil attachment to
the surface. We considered several exchange isotherms and their effects on solute transport. Our study
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Figure 2: Simulated concentration profiles at ut/ϕL=0.5 for (a): a diluted seawater injection accompanied
by cation exchange. Initial concentration is an artificial sea water composition from Yousef et al. (2012).
Injected brine is 2 times diluted seawater. Calcite dissolution is assumed to be fast; (b): an optimal
waterflood composition that favors desorption of calcium. Initial concentration in the core is as above. The
injected brine is a modified salinity seawater. It was adjusted according to the ion-exchange isotherm that
results in lower nCa2+ . PeL=100

provides useful guidelines for designing a modified salinity brine that is successful in detaching crude oil
from rock surface. For example, we found that a direct salinity reduction of seawater or formation brine
is not an efficient strategy. A more efficient strategy is the maintenance of constant salinity accompanied
by increase of one of exchange-active ions. Additionally, we found that bulk chemical speciation strongly
affects ion exchange process and must be taken into account when designing a modified salinity waterflood.
The suggested strategy, however, has not been verified experimentally. This is the subject of future work.
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* Introduction

Production of incremental oil from large carbonate reservoirs, like in the Middle East, can supply humankind with crude oil for several decades. Injection of lowered or modified salinity brine, which can imbibe into bypassed zones and perhaps with a slight pressure push produce the trapped oil, is the most desired solution to the problem of increasing water cut in the reservoirs. Other solutions exist, but they are more expensive and deteriorating to the formations. The recovery mechanism starts by wettability alternation through lowering of water advancing contact angle, which enables spontaneous imbibition. The wettability alternation is caused by weakening mineral-oil interaction, which is manifested by multi-component ion-exchange cite:Lager2008,chen18_elect_origin_co2_hydrop_carbon_reser,yutkin18_bulk_surfac_aqueous_speciat_calcit,hu18_calcium_ion_bridg_aqueous_carbox_onto_silic.

Crude oil-brine interface is charged with several polar/charged functional groups dangling into the brine. These are believed to mainly originate from asphaltenes -- small-to-large aromatic molecules of different kind --  that reside at the interface and form polymer-like structures owing to \pi-\pi-stacking. Both positively and negatively charged groups can be found at the interface making it amphoteric. Amphoteric polymer-like interfaces interact with almost any surface once protecting water film is broken, which readily happens on a rough surface. Then the charged groups at the oil-brine interface will reach the surface and substitute ions in the \beta-plane of the rock generating oil wet surface. This process has to be reversed to produce oil.

Calcium carbonate surface also carries both types of charge, and therefore can participate in both cation and anion exchange with crude oil-brine interface. Once exchanged, the process can be reversed. However, the polymer-like nature of the interface greatly impedes the reversal.

Using a classic 2-1 ion-exchange isotherm, we study the appropriate strategies for reversing the ion-exchange process in the abive context of incremental oil recovery. That is, for practical reasons we focus on highly saline brines, like seawater, and its subtle dilutions. Then we exemplify effects of bulk chemical speciation on the ion-exchange. Next, we consider ion-exchange coupled with 1D transport model and demonstrate that simple seawater dilution does not favor the exchange reversal. Finally, we compose a seawater-based flood that is efficient in reversing the exchange process and weakening rock-oil bond.

* Methods
In this work we use a classic adsorption isotherm for a non-linear 2-1 ion-exchange:

\begin{equation} \label{eq:ion-exchange-reaction}
\ce{2 $>$S-Na + Ca^2+ <-->[K_{ex}] $>$S_2-Ca + 2 Na^+}
\end{equation}

In dimensionless form this reversible process is described by autoref:eq:ion-exchange-eq

\begin{equation} \label{eq:ion-exchange-eq}
\frac{Y_{\ce{Ca^2+}}}{(1-Y_{\ce{Ca^2+}})^2} = \bigg[\frac{K_{ex}CEC}{C_{\ce{Cl^-}}}\bigg]\frac{X_{\ce{Ca^2+}}}{(1-X_{\ce{Ca^2+}})^2}
\end{equation}

where $Y_{\ce{Ca^2+}} = 2n_{\ce{Ca^2+}}/CEC$, $X_{\ce{Ca^2+}} = 2C_{\ce{Ca^2+}}/C_{\ce{Cl-}}$, K_{ex} is the ion-exchange equilibrium constant, $C_{\ce{Cl-}} = 2C_{\ce{Ca^2+}} + C_{\ce{Na^+}}$, $2n_{\ce{Ca^2+}} + n_{\ce{Na^+}} = 1$, $n_i = \overline{C_i}/CEC$, $\overline{C_i}$ is a surface concentration in mols per unit of specific surface area, and $CEC$ is cation exchange capacity expressed in equivalents per specific surface area.

This isotherm analytically describes 2-1 cation or anion exchanges with the term salinity defined as $C_{\ce{Cl^-}}$ and $C_{\ce{Na^+}}$, respectively. Solving for concurrent aqeuous chemical equilibrium requires a numeric solver. We use PHREEQC code to obtain solutios for such cases cite:Parkhurst1999,Appelo2001.

We assume that both positive and negative functional groups reside at crude oil-brine interface. Indeed, total acid or total base numbers routinely obtained for crude oils indicate the presence of proton donors and acceptors, some of which can attain charge in aqueous environment. However, the titrations are done in non-aqueous media. Therefore, the amount of the functional groups acquire charged in a brine is overestimated. On the top of the list are such functional groups like amines (aliphatic or aromatic) and acids (carboxylic or sulphate). The charge on these groups depends on reservoir pH. Carbonate reservoirs are pH buffers, with a typical pH range 7 -- 8. autoref:fig:titration1 indicates that at such pH, amino, carboxylate, and sulphate groups exist in charged form. While this is a rough estimate, it provides a useful information about exchange-active functional groups at the crude oil-brine interface.

#+caption: Titration curves of several functional groups. Gray dashed line indicates typical reservoir pH. The calculation is done iteratively using PHREEQC code by imposing pH with a strong base or acid. \label{fig:titration1}
#+attr_latex: width \textwidth
#+attr_org: :width 500
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1D dispersive transport coupled with a non-linear process, like 2-1 ion-exchange, has no analytic solution. We use PHREEQC 1D code module in our numerical approach.

#+BEGIN_EXPORT latex  :exports none :results silent
\clearpage
#+END_EXPORT
* Results

Reaction ref:eq:cation-exchange-carbonate describes multi-component ion-exchange mechanism of oil desorption. The most left species in reaction ref:eq:cation-exchange-carbonate represents crude oil-brine interface attached to carbonate rock. The index ``n'' emphasizes the polymer-like structure formed by asphaltenes at the interface. Because of it many bonds form between the oil and rock making it harder to separate. The reaction itself hypothesizes a detachment process of the oil cause by sodium cations.

Another mechanism that allows charged groups at the oil-brine interface interact with carbonate surface is ion-bridging. It is described by reaction ref:eq:bridging. In this case, calcium ions serves as a bridge between two negatively charged groups forming \ce{$>$CO_3-CaOOC-R$<$} complex. Analogous reactions can be devised for calcium sites at a carbonate surface and and neagative functional groups at the oil interface including anion bridging, but we limit our discussion to reactions ref:eq:cation-exchange-carbonate and ref:eq:bridging.

\begin{equation} \label{eq:cation-exchange-carbonate}
\ce{$\underbrace{\ce{$>$(CO_3)_n-(NH_3)_n-R$<$}}_{\textrm{\textcolor{blue}{\bfseries Rock w/ deposited oil}}}$ + $\underbrace{\ce{n Na^+}}_{\textrm{\textcolor{blue}{\bfseries Bulk sodium}}}$ <--> $\underbrace{\ce{n $>$CO_3Na}}_{\textrm{\textcolor{blue}{\bfseries Sodium adsorbed}}}$ + $\underbrace{\ce{(^+NH_3)_n-R$<$}}_{\textrm{\textcolor{blue}{\bfseries Desorbed oil}}}$}
\end{equation}


\begin{equation}\label{eq:bridging}
\ce{$>$CO_3^- + Ca^2+ +  ^-OOC-R$<$ <--> $\underbrace{\ce{$>$CO_{3}-CaOOC-R$<$}}_{\textrm{\textcolor{blue}{\bfseries Oil deposited through \ce{Ca^2+} bridge}}}$}
\end{equation} 

Reaction ref:eq:cation-exchange-carbonate with $n = 2$ is a 2-1 ion-exchange, and its extent can be understood by solving autoref:eq:ion-exchange-eq. Oil deposition path offered by reaction ref:eq:bridging depends on the species \ce{$>$CO_3-Ca^+}, which in turn exchanges with sodium. Therefore, a waterflood that reduces calcium ion concentration at the rock surface ($n_{\ce{Ca^2+}}$) should also favor oil-rock bond(s) weakening by disrupting the two above mechanisms.

autoref:fig:exchange_isotherm shows three ion-exchange processes for a 2-1 system exemplified by \ce{Ca^2+} and \ce{Na^+}: 1) dilution of artificial seawater with DI water (dashed green line); 2) dilution of artificial seawater with NaCl brine having higher sodium concentration than the seawater (dotted blue line); and 3) dilution of artificial seawater with NaCl brine having the same sodium concentration as the seawater (solid red line). Our goal is to achieve the lowest $n_{\ce{Ca^2+}}$ by exchanging it with sodium. 

We start with the analysis of the most impractical case -- first case. Indeed, dilution of seawater with de-ionized water is expensive. What is worse, such dilution does not result in a decrease of $n_{\ce{Ca^2+}}$. Instead, as indicated by the arrows, $n_{\ce{Ca^2+}}$ increases. The second and third cases are functionally similar and give similar results. In the second case, one can efficiently decrease  $n_{\ce{Ca^2+}}$, but at the cost of adding extra \ce{NaCl} and increasing salinity of already saline brine. Finally, the third case is the most optimal and allows one to decrease  $n_{\ce{Ca^2+}}$ to 0 but at an impractical dilution ratio. Nevertheless, as will be shown below a practical dilution can cause an effect.

#+caption: Calcium and sodium ion-exchange isotherms. Three isotherms are shown corresponding to three considered cases: 1) Constant salinity isotherm (red solid line), where only ratio of sodium to calcium is varied. This isotherm corresponds to dilution of an initial binge with a brine containing only sodium chloride at the same concentration that the initial brine. Note that in this case one can lower $n_{\ce{Ca^2+}}$ down to zero; however, this would require impractical dilution degree. Input parameters for this isotherm were $C_{\ce{Ca^2+}} = 5\cdot 10^{-1},\dots, 5\cdot 10^{-7}\ \mathrm{M}$, $C_{\ce{Cl^-}} = 1\ \mathrm{ M}$, and $C_{\ce{Na^+}}$ follows electroneutrality, $CEC = 3.45\cdot 10^{-3}\ \mathrm{eq/L}$, $K_{ex} = 1500\ \mathrm{m^{-1}}$. 2) Constant ratio isotherm (green dashed line), which corresponds to dilution of an initial brine with DI water, in this case $C_{\ce{Na^+}}/C_{\ce{Ca^2+}} = 5$ and only salinity changes, arrows indicate direction of salinity decrease, green circle indicates the point of lowest salinity. Note that salinity decrease leads to increased $n_{\ce{Ca^2+}}$. Input parameters for this isotherm are as follows $C_{\ce{Ca^2+}} = 1.25,\dots, 10^{-2}\ \mathrm{M}$,  $C_{\ce{Na^+}} = 5\cdot C_{\ce{Ca^2+}}$, and $C_{\ce{Cl^-}}$ follows electroneutrality, all other parameters are the same as above. 3) Isotherm with all three parameters ($C_{\ce{Ca^2+}}$, $C_{\ce{Na^+}}$, and $C_{\ce{Cl^-}}$) varying (blue dotted line), arrows indicate direction of salinity decrease, blue circle indicates point of the lowest salinity. Note a stronger effect on $n_{\ce{Ca^2+}}$; however, it is at the cost of adding extra \ce{NaCl} into the brine. Input parameters for this isotherm are as follows $C_{\ce{Ca^2+}} = 1,\dots, 0.5\ \mathrm{M}$,  $C_{\ce{Na^+}} = 3.15,\dots, 0.1\ \mathrm{M}$, and $C_{\ce{Cl^-}}$ follows electroneutrality, all other parameters are the same as above.\label{fig:exchange_isotherm}
#+attr_org: :width 500
#+attr_latex: :width \textwidth
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Since crude oil interface contains both positive and negative chemical groups, both cation and anion exchange interactions occur. We consider this case below but only constant salinity isotherms are presented. 2-1 ion-exchange along with all accompanying chemical reactions requires a numerical solver. We solve for both cation and anion exchange reactions simultaneously using the same parameters as above for both processes. For simplicity we use \ce{Ca^2+}/\ce{Na^+} ion pair as a proxy for \ce{(^+NH_3)_2-R$<$}/\ce{Na^+} pair and \ce{SO_4^2-}/\ce{Cl-} for \ce{(^-OOC)_2-R$<$}/\ce{Cl^-}, respectively. 

autoref:fig:carbonate_exchange_NaCl shows the result of the modeling with solid circles  indicating the end of dilution. We learn a few things looking at the isotherms. First, the isotherms differ because of calcium carbonate and sulphate chemistry. Second, sulphate is less represented on the surface than calcium. Finally, sulphate surface concentration is less impacted by the dilution than calcium concentration. Therefore, we conclude that both $n_{\ce{Ca^2+}}$ and $n_{\ce{SO_4^2-}}$ decrease with dilution /i.e./ respond positively to the treatment.

Although simplified, these examples provided a basis for designing a brine composition that is efficient in incrementing more oil. In the following section we discuss implications of these findings for oil recovery by using 1D coupled transport model.

#+caption: Cation and anion exchange on calcium carbonate surface accompanied by calcite dissolution and equilibrium reaction of carbonate and calcium species. $C_i$ corresponds to bulk ionic concentration of exchanging ions, where $i = \ce{Ca^2+}$ or $\ce{SO_4^2-}$; $C_j$ corresponds to bulk ionic concentration of salinity determining ions, where $j = \ce{Na^+}$ or $\ce{Cl^-}$; $n_i$ corresponds to ion concentration on the surface, where $i = \ce{Ca^2+}$ or $\ce{SO_4^2-}$. Red solid line shows calcium and sodium exchange isotherm, while dashed green line shows sulphate and chloride exchange isotherm at constant salinities (/i.e./ \ce{NaCl} concentration is kept constant). This graph pictures dilution of an initial brine with \ce{NaCl} brine. Note the curves deviate a lot from each other despite of all exchange parameters being the same. This is the effect of chemical equilibrium on the ion exchange. Notable changes in $n_{\ce{Ca^2+}}$ can be achieved by simple dilution at constant salinity for both cations and anions. Input parameters to this calculation were as follows $C_{\ce{Ca^2+}} = C_{\ce{SO_4^2-}} = 2,\dots, 0.1\ \mathrm{M}$, $C_{\ce{Na^+}} = C_{\ce{Cl^-}} = 1.5\ \mathrm{M}$, $CEC  = 3.45\cdot10^{-3}\ \mathrm{eq/L}$, $K_{ex} = 1500\ \mathrm{m^{-1}}$, gypsum and anhydrite were allowed to reach saturation index of 3 without precipitation. \label{fig:carbonate_exchange_NaCl}
#+attr_org: :width 500
#+attr_latex: :width \textwidth
[[file:carbonate_exchange_NaCl.png]]

#+BEGIN_EXPORT latex :exports none :results silent
\clearpage
#+END_EXPORT

* Discussion

The ion-exchange affects waterflood results significantly. Not only is it responsible for injected composition alternation, but also controls the efficiency of water advancing contact angle reduction and thus spontaneous imbibition. Below we look at two tertiary recovery waterflood cases and their efficiency in reducing the number of rock-oil bonds. The cases considered are simplified with a number of assumptions and therefore only provide a basis for qualitative comparison of waterflood designs and results. 

First, we consider injection of 2-fold diluted artificial seawater. A carbonate core initially contains artificial seawater ($C_{\ce{Na^+}} = 1.5$ M, $C_{\ce{Ca^2+}} = 0.25$ M, and $C_{\ce{Cl^-}} = 2$ M) as in cite:yousef-2012-improv-enhan. Then a 2-times diluted artificial seawater flushed for 0.5 pore volumes. We monitor concentration of all major species as well as equivalent fraction of adsorbed calcium at the surface. The goal is to observe a decrease of $n_{\ce{Ca^2+}}$, which is a proxy for \ce{(^+NH_3)_n-R$<$}.

autoref:fig:LSW_implications shows the result of such modeling. The concentration profiles show rather uninteresting picture. Chloride is a tracer; sodium and calcium almost exactly follow chloride step concentration change. However, we observe that after injection of 0.5 PV (see zone to the left of 0.5 PV mark), $n_{\ce{Ca^2+}}$ increased rather than decreased. We cannot comment on the magnitude of the exchange effects because of model simplicity. This is exactly as predicted by the ion-exchange adsorption isotherm (see green dashed line in autoref:fig:exchange_isotherm). Therefore, we conclude that such approach does not favor detachment of \ce{(^+NH_3)_n-R$<$}. The same conclusion can be made about anion exchange (not shown here).

#+caption: Simulated concentration profile for a diluted sea water injection process accompanied by cation exchange. Initial concentration is an artificial sea water composition from citet:yousef-2012-improv-enhan. Injected brine is 2 times diluted sea water. $\ce{Ca^{2+}_{\infty}} = 0.25\ \mathrm{ M}$, $\ce{Na^+_{\infty}} = 1.5 \ \mathrm{ M}$, $\ce{Cl^-_{\infty}} = 2\ \mathrm{ M}$, $\ce{Ca^{2+}_{0}} = 0.125\ \mathrm{ M}$, $\ce{Na^+_{0}} = 0.75\ \mathrm{ M}$, $\ce{Cl^-_{0}} = 1\ \mathrm{ M}$. Calcite dissolution is assumed to be fast. Sample length is $7.5 \ \mathrm{ cm}$, diameter is $3.8 \ \mathrm{ cm}$, porosity is $0.12$, core mass is $200 \ \mathrm{ g}$, pore volume is $10 \ \mathrm{ mL}$, $u = 1\ \mathrm{ ft/day}$ or $3.53\cdot 10^{-6}\ \mathrm{ m/s}$, $K_{ex} = 10^4\ \mathrm{ m^{-1}}$ as we experimentally found for Indiana limestone carbonate. \label{fig:LSW_implications}
#+attr_org: :width 500
#+attr_latex: :width \textwidth
[[file:implications_duo.png]]

In the second case we consider a lowered salinity waterflood that corresponds to the third case pictured in autoref:fig:exchange_isotherm (solid red line). As previously, the core is initially filled with the artificial seawater. Then a modified salinity brine is injected for 0.5 PV. The brine is derived from the artificial seawater by replacing half of calcium with sodium but keeping chloride concentration fixed ($C_{\ce{Na^+}} = 1.75$ M, $C_{\ce{Ca^2+}} = 0.125$ M, and $C_{\ce{Cl^-}} = 2$ M), which roughly corresponds to 2 times dilution.

autoref:fig:LSW_implications_optimal shows the result of such simulation. Chloride concentration is a straight line as by the waterflood design. Calcium and sodium profile show step change with hardly noticeable retention. The most important feature in the figure is the positive response of calcium surface concentration to the treatment. Indeed, $n_{\ce{Ca^2+}}$  decreases (and so would do \ce{(^+NH_3)_n-R$<$}) as a result of the waterflood. Again, this is as predicted by the ion-exchange isotherm in autoref:fig:exchange_isotherm. We, therefore, conclude the efficiency of the selected approach.

#+caption: Simulated concentration profile for an optimal waterflood composition that favors desorption of calcium. Initial concentration is an artificial sea water composition from citet:yousef-2012-improv-enhan. The injected brine is not simply diluted sea water. It has been adjusted according to the ion-exchange isotherm that results in lower $n_{\ce{Ca^2+}}$. $\ce{Ca^{2+}_{\infty}} = 0.25\ \mathrm{M}$ , $\ce{Na^+_{\infty}} = 1.5\ \mathrm{M}$, $\ce{Cl^-_{\infty}} = 2\ \mathrm{M}$, $\ce{Ca^{2+}_{0}} = 0.125\ \mathrm{M}$, $\ce{Na^+_{0}} = 1.75\ \mathrm{M}$, $\ce{Cl^-_{0}} = 2\ \mathrm{M}$. Calcite dissolution is assumed to be fast. Sample length is $7.5\ \mathrm{cm}$, diameter is $3.8\ \mathrm{cm}$, porosity is $0.12$, core mass is $200\ \mathrm{g}$, pore volume is $10\ \mathrm{mL}$, $u = 1\ \mathrm{ft/day}$ or $3.53\cdot 10^{-6}\ \mathrm{m/s}$, $K_{ex} = 10^4\ \mathrm{m^{-1}}$ as we experimentally found for Indiana limestone carbonate. \label{fig:LSW_implications_optimal}
#+attr_org: :width 500
#+attr_latex: :width \textwidth
[[file:implications_Optimal.png]]


#+BEGIN_EXPORT latex  :exports none :results silent
\clearpage
#+END_EXPORT

* Conclusions
In this work using 2-1 ion-exchange isotherm we studied multi-component ion-exchange, which is believed to explain crude oil interactions with rock surface. The goal of the work was to find general waterflooding strategies that favor reversal (partial or full) of the exchange reactions responsible for oil attachment to the surface. We considered several exemplary exchange isotherms and their effects on solute transport. The studied provided useful guidelines for designing a modified salinity brine that would be successful in detaching crude oil from rock surface. For example, we found that a direct salinity reduction of seawater or formation brine is simply not an efficient strategy. A more efficient strategy is the maintenance of constant salinity accompanied by increase of one of exchange-active ions. Additionally, we found that bulk chemical speciation strongly affects ion-exchange process and must be taken into account when designing a modified salinity waterflood. These modeling findings, however, have not been verified experimentally. This is the subject of future work.
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* Codes                                                            :noexport:
#+NAME: phreeqc_titration_init
#+BEGIN_SRC python :session phreeqc_titration :exports none :results silent
import numpy as np
import subprocess
import pandas as pd
from matplotlib import pyplot   as plt


phreeqc_bin = '/home/z/bin/phreeqc'
phreeqc_database = '/home/z/share/doc/phreeqc/database/phreeqc.dat'


names_bulk = ['step', 'pct_err', 'm_HCO3-', 'm_CO3-2', 'm_H+', 'm_OH-', 'm_Ca+2', 'm_Na+', 'm_Cl-', 'm_NaCO3-', 'm_CaOH+', 'm_CaHCO3+', 'pH']


phreeqc_input = """
SOLUTION_MASTER_SPECIES
Car Car- 0.0 60 60

Amm Amm 0.0 17 17

Py Py 0.0 100 100

Sulf Sulf- 0.0 96 96

SOLUTION_SPECIES

#Acetic acid
Car- = Car-; log_k   0
Car- + H2O = HCar + OH-; log_k   -9.25; -gamma  1e7   0.0

Amm + H2O = AmmH+ + OH-; log_k -4.75; -gamma  1e7   0.0
Amm = Amm; log_k 0 

Py + H2O = PyH+ + OH- ; log_k -8.75; -gamma  1e7   0.0
Py = Py; log_k 0 

Sulf- = Sulf-; log_k 0 
Sulf- + H2O = HSulf + OH- ; log_k -12.5; -gamma  1e7   0.0

SOLUTION 1
    temp      25
    pH        7 charge
    pe        4
    redox     pe
    units     mol/L
    density   1
    -water    1 # kg


Na 0.002
Car 0.001
Amm 0.001
Py 0.001
Sulf 0.001

REACTION 1
    HCl        1
    0.0035 moles in 100 steps

SELECTED_OUTPUT 1
    -file                 export.txt
    -reset                false
    -step                 true
    -molalities           AmmH+ PyH+ Car- Sulf-
    -pH			  true
END
"""

with open('phreeqc_input.phc', "w") as text_file:
    text_file.write(phreeqc_input)

subprocess.run([phreeqc_bin, 'phreeqc_input.phc', "OUTPUT.tmp", phreeqc_database])

phreeqc_data = pd.read_csv('export.txt', sep='\t', skipinitialspace=True)
#+END_SRC

#+NAME: phreeqc_titration_plot
#+BEGIN_SRC python :session phreeqc_titration :exports none :results silent
plt.close('all')
plt.figure()

plot_headers = ['m_AmmH+','m_PyH+','m_Car-', "m_Sulf-"]
labs = [r'$\ce{R-NH3^+}$', r'$\ce{R-C6H5N^+}$', r'$\ce{R-COO^-}$', r'$\ce{R-OSO3^-}$']
colors = ['red', 'green', 'blue', 'black']
markers = ['o', 's', '^', '>']
markers_on = np.arange(0, len(phreeqc_data['pH']), 10)

for idx,header in enumerate(plot_headers):
    plt.plot(phreeqc_data['pH'], 100*phreeqc_data[header]/0.001, label=labs[idx], color=colors[idx], marker=markers[idx], markevery=10, markerfacecolor='white', markeredgecolor=colors[idx], markersize=8)

plt.vlines(8, 0, 100, color='grey', linestyle='--', label='Reservoir pH', linewidth =3)
plt.xlabel('pH')
plt.ylabel('Active species, \%')
plt.legend()
plt.grid()
plt.tight_layout(pad=0)
plt.savefig('titration1.png', dpi=300)

#+END_SRC

#+NAME: implications_init
#+BEGIN_SRC python :session discussion_implications :results silent :exports none
#!/usr/bin/env python3
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
"""
Created on Sun Jul  7 17:02:35 2019

@author: yutkinm
"""

import csv
import numpy as np
import subprocess
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

phreeqc_bin = '/home/z/bin/phreeqc'
phreeqc_database = '/home/z/share/doc/phreeqc/database/phreeqc.dat'

# to turn off sulphate reactions uncomment below line
# the databse must be edited accordingly
# phreeqc_database = './phreeqc.dat'



linestyle_tuple = dict([
     ('solid', 'solid'),      # Same as (0, ()) or '-'
     ('dotted', 'dotted'),    # Same as (0, (1, 1)) or '.'
     ('dashed', 'dashed'),    # Same as '--'
     ('dashdot', 'dashdot'),  # Same as '-.'
     ('loosely dotted',        (0, (1, 10))),
     ('dotted',                (0, (1, 1))),
     ('densely dotted',        (0, (1, 1))),

     ('loosely dashed',        (0, (5, 10))),
     ('dashed',                (0, (5, 5))),
     ('densely dashed',        (0, (5, 1))),

     ('loosely dashdotted',    (0, (3, 10, 1, 10))),
     ('dashdotted',            (0, (3, 5, 1, 5))),
     ('densely dashdotted',    (0, (3, 1, 1, 1))),

     ('dashdotdotted',         (0, (3, 5, 1, 5, 1, 5))),
     ('loosely dashdotdotted', (0, (3, 10, 1, 10, 1, 10))),
     ('densely dashdotdotted', (0, (3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)))])

colors = ['k', 'r', 'g', 'b', 'm', 'c']
dashes = ['solid', 'dashed', 'dotted', 'dashdot', 'dashdotdotted', 'loosely dashed']
markers = ['o', 's', '^', '>', '<', 'd']

flatten = lambda l: [item for sublist in l for item in sublist]

phi = 0.12
t = 0.5
K = 1500
K_pc = 4
#CEC = 0.0345
N = 30
L =  7.5e-2/N # of a cell in m 
k_rxn = 1e-5
k_m = 1e-3
a_v = 2e5
phi = 0.12
D = 3.8e-2
core_mass = 200
calcite_mr = 100
N_av = 6.02e23
# can calculate CEC like below and then multiply by number of moles, surface area etc
# but just throwing in a number is faster

# CEC = a_v * D**2*L*N*np.pi*2.5e18*core_mass/calcite_mr/4/N_av * 100 # 100 is a factor to account for the calculation per L of pv, assuming ~ pv = 10mL; multiplication by N is needed since L is a slice.
CEC = 0.03 # eq/L
Ksp = 10**(-8.48)

Ca_0_array = np.array([0.125, 0.125, 0.125, 0.125])
Na_0_array = np.array([1.75, 1.75, 0.75, 0.75])
Ca_inf_array = np.array([0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25])
Na_inf_array = np.array([1.5, 1.75, 1.5, 1.5])
S_inf_array = np.array([0, 0.25, 0, 0])
S_0_array = np.array([0, 0.125, 0, 0])
type_str = ['Optimal disp', 'Optimal disp sulphate', '2dSeaWater no disp',
'2dSeaWater disp']
N_array = np.array([30, 30, 30, 30])

disp_array = np.array([0.00025, 0.00025, 0, 0.00025])

Cl_inf_array = Na_inf_array + 2*Ca_inf_array - 2*S_inf_array
Cl_0_array = Na_0_array + 2*Ca_0_array - 2*S_0_array
filename = 'implications'

def get_numeric_solution(N, L, disp, Ca_0, Na_0, Cl_0, S_0, Ca_inf, Na_inf, Cl_inf, S_inf, filename):
    shifts = 1 + N/2
    shifts = int(shifts)
    phreeqc_input = """ EXCHANGE_MASTER_SPECIES
Z Z-

Y Y+  
EXCHANGE_SPECIES 

Z- = Z- ; log_k 0

Z- + Na+ = NaZ
log_k 0

2Z- + Ca+2 = CaZ2
log_k {K_pc}


Y+ = Y+ ; log_k 0

Y+ + Cl- = YCl
log_k 0

2Y+ + SO4-2 = Y2SO4
log_k {K_pc}

SOLUTION 0 Injected solution
temp      25
pH        7 charge
pe        4
redox     pe
units     mol/L
density 1
-water 1 

Na {Na_0}
Ca {Ca_0}
Cl {Cl_0}
S(6) {S_0}

SOLUTION 1-{N}
units mol/L
temp 25.0
pH 7 charge
-water 1 

Na {Na_inf}
Ca {Ca_inf}
Cl {Cl_inf}
S(6) {S_inf}

EQUILIBRIUM_PHASES 1-{N}
Calcite 0 2
#Gypsum 0 0
#Anhydrite 0 0 

EXCHANGE 1-{N}
-equilibrate 1
Y {CEC}
Z {CEC}

TRANSPORT
-cells {N}
-shifts {shifts}
-punch_cells 1-{N}
-boundary_conditions flux  flux #
-dispersivities {N}*{disp} # just a convenient number
-punch_frequency 1
-correct_disp true
-diffusion_coefficient 2e-9
-length {N}*{L}
-time_step 60 # set it manually, for 1 ft/day


# this correction to true molarity is needed
# because in the modeled cases molarity != molality

USER_PUNCH 1
-headings mCa mNa mCl mSO4 zCa zNa ySO4
-start
1 m_h2o = 18e-3
10 b0 = 1/m_h2o
20 c0 = RHO * b0/(1 + MOL("Na+")*23e-3 + MOL("Ca+2")*40e-3 + MOL("Cl-")*35.5e-3 + MOL("SO4-2")*96e-3 + MOL("HSO4-")*97e-3 + MOL("NaSO4-")*119e-3 + MOL("CaSO4")*136e-3)
30 mCa = c0 * m_h2o * MOL("Ca+2") * ACT("H2O")
40 PUNCH mCa
50 mNa = c0 * m_h2o * MOL("Na+") * ACT("H2O")
60 PUNCH mNa
70 mCl = c0 * m_h2o * MOL("Cl-") * ACT("H2O")
71 mSO4 = c0 * m_h2o * MOL("SO4-2") * ACT("H2O")
80 PUNCH mCl
81 PUNCH mSO4
90 PUNCH EQUIV_FRAC("CaZ2", eq, x$)
100 PUNCH EQUIV_FRAC("NaZ", eq, x$)
110 PUNCH EQUIV_FRAC("Y2SO4", eq, x$)
-end


SELECTED_OUTPUT 1
-file                 {filename}.pco
-high_precision       true
-reset                false
-distance             true
-step                 true
-molalities Na+ Cl- Ca+2 SO4-2
-pH true
-charge_balance       true
-percent_error        true
-saturation_indices  Anhydrite Gypsum Calcite
-ionic_strength true
#PRINT
#-reset false
#-warnings true
END
"""
    input_vars = {
            "N":N,
            "filename":filename,
            "shifts":shifts,
            "Ca_0":Ca_0,
            "Na_0":Na_0,
            "Cl_0":Cl_0,
            "Cl_inf":Cl_inf,
            "Ca_inf":Ca_inf,
            "Na_inf":Na_inf,
            "Na_0":Na_0,
            "CEC":CEC,
            "K_pc":K_pc,
            "L":L,
            "disp":disp,
            "k_rxn":k_rxn,
            "k_m":k_m,
            "a_v":a_v,
            "phi":phi,
            "Ksp":Ksp,
            "S_0":S_0,
            "S_inf":S_inf
             }
    with open(filename + '.pci', "w") as text_file:
        text_file.write(phreeqc_input.format(**input_vars))
    subprocess.run([phreeqc_bin, filename + '.pci', 'OUTPUT_{}.tmp'.format(filename), phreeqc_database])
    dist_p, Ca_p, Na_p, Cl_p, SO4_p, sCa_p, sSO4_p = 7*[np.empty(0)]
    with open(filename + '.pco', newline='') as csvfile:
        spamreader = csv.DictReader(csvfile, delimiter='\t',  skipinitialspace=True)
        #next(spamreader)
        for index,row in enumerate(spamreader):
            #skip first 4 lines
            #if index in (range(4)): continue
            # for 1000 cells reading all of them is lengthy and unnecessary
            if index in (range(int(N*(N/2)) + 4,int(N*(N/2) + N + 3))):
                dist_p = np.append(dist_p,float(row['dist_x']))
                Ca_p = np.append(Ca_p,float(row['mCa']))
                Na_p = np.append(Na_p,float(row['mNa']))
                Cl_p = np.append(Cl_p,float(row['mCl']))
                SO4_p = np.append(SO4_p,float(row['mSO4']))
                sCa_p = np.append(sCa_p,float(row['zCa']))
                sSO4_p = np.append(sSO4_p,float(row['ySO4']))
            else: continue
    return [dist_p/(L*N), Ca_p, Na_p, Cl_p, sCa_p, sSO4_p, SO4_p]

# numeric = [get_numeric_solution(N, L, disp, Ca_0, Na_0, Cl_0, S_0, Ca_inf, Na_inf, Cl_inf, S_inf, filename) for idx, (Ca_0,Na_0,S_0,S_inf,Ca_inf,Na_inf,Cl_0,Cl_inf,filename,N,disp) in enumerate(zip(Ca_0_array,Na_0_array,S_0_array,S_inf_array,Ca_inf_array,Na_inf_array,Cl_0_array,Cl_inf_array,type_str,N_array,disp_array))]

# np.save('data_implications', numeric)
# done, don't run it anymore
#+END_SRC

#+NAME: implication_plot_dual
#+BEGIN_SRC python :session discussion_implications :results silent :exports none 
plt.rcParams['figure.figsize'] = (16,7);
plt.rcParams['lines.linewidth'] = 3;
plt.rcParams['lines.markersize'] = 7;
plt.rcParams['axes.labelsize'] = 20;
plt.rcParams['xtick.labelsize'] = 20;
plt.rcParams['ytick.labelsize'] = 20;
plt.rcParams['legend.fontsize'] = 18;
numeric = np.load('data_implications.npy')
figure_implications = plt.figure()

for i,idx in enumerate([0,3]):
    ax1 = figure_implications.add_subplot(1, 2, 2-i) # only for 2 subfigs
    ax1.tick_params(axis='y', which='both', labelleft='on', labelright='off', direction='in', left='on', right='on',bottom='on',top='on', pad=5)
    #ax1.tick_params(axis='x', which='both', direction='in', bottom='on',top='on', pad=5)
    ax2 = ax1.twinx()
    ax2.tick_params(axis='y', which='both', labelleft='off', labelright='off', direction='in', left='off', right='on',bottom='on',top='on', pad=5)
   # ax1.set_ylim(0, 5.1)
    ax2.set_ylim(0.8, 1.01)
#    ax1.set_xlim(0, 1.01)
    #ax1.set_ylabel(r'Bulk concentration, $C_i$, M')
    #ax1.set_ylabel(r'$\ce{Ca^2+}$ concentration, M')
    
    
    #if idx == 1:
    #    ax2.set_ylabel(r'Equivalent fraction, $2n_{i}/CEC$')
    #else:
    #    ax2.set_ylabel(r'Equivalent fraction, $2n_{\ce{Ca^2+}}/CEC$')
    ax1.set_xlabel(r'Dimensionless distance, $x/L$')
    l5 = ax1.plot(numeric[idx][0],numeric[idx][1], color=colors[0], linestyle=linestyle_tuple[dashes[0]], label=r'$\ce{Ca^2+}$')
    l6 = ax1.plot(numeric[idx][0],numeric[idx][2], color=colors[1], linestyle=linestyle_tuple[dashes[1]], label=r'$\ce{Na^+}$')
    l7 = ax1.plot(numeric[idx][0],numeric[idx][3], color=colors[2], linestyle=linestyle_tuple[dashes[2]], label=r'$\ce{Cl^-}$')
    l8 = ax2.plot(numeric[idx][0],numeric[idx][4], color=colors[3], linestyle=linestyle_tuple[dashes[3]], label=r'$\ce{$>$S_2-Ca}$')
    if idx == 1:
        l9 = ax2.plot(numeric[idx][0],numeric[idx][5], color=colors[4], linestyle=linestyle_tuple[dashes[4]], label=r'$\ce{$>$S_2-SO_4}$')
        l10 = ax1.plot(numeric[idx][0],numeric[idx][6], color=colors[5], linestyle=linestyle_tuple[dashes[5]], label=r'$\ce{SO_4^2-}$')
    else:
        l9 = ax2.plot([0,0])
        l10 = ax2.plot([0,0])
    loc = ['center left','center right','center right','center right']
    bbox_anch = [[0.05, 0.4], [0.95, 0.4], [0.95, 0.4], [0.95,0.4]]
    fname_suffix = ['Optimal', 'Optimal-sulphate','2dSW-LSW','2dSW-LSW']
    #lines = [l1[0], l2[0], l3[0], l4[0]]
    lines = [l5[0], l6[0], l7[0], l10[0], l8[0], l9[0]]
    ax1.set_xlim([-0.01, 1.01])
    ax1.set_ylim([0, 2.05])
    if i == 0:
        ax2.set_ylabel(r'Equivalent fraction, $2n_{\ce{Ca^2+}}/CEC$')
        ax2.tick_params(axis='y', which='both', labelleft='off', labelright='on', direction='in', left='off', right='on',bottom='on',top='on', pad=5)
        ax1.tick_params(axis='y', which='both', labelleft='off', labelright='off', direction='in', left='on', right='off',bottom='on',top='on', pad=5)
        ax1.legend(lines, [lines_.get_label() for lines_ in lines], loc=loc[idx], bbox_to_anchor=bbox_anch[idx]).set_zorder(100)
    plt.tight_layout()
    #plt.grid()
    ax1.grid(which='major', axis='both', linestyle='--', linewidth = 0.5)
    #break

figure_implications.savefig(filename + '_' + 'duo' + '.png', dpi=300)
plt.close('all')
    
u = 3.56e-6 # m/s, which is 1ft/day, hardcoded in phreeqc code
A = D**2*np.pi/4
Q = u*A
length = L*N
porevolume = 10 # mL
pe = length/disp_array[1]
D_m = 2e-9
D_g = 6/a_v
pe_m = u*D_g/D_m
D_L = u*length/pe
pe_l = u*D_g/D_L
Dl_Dm = D_L/D_m
Da_rxn = 2*(1-phi)*a_v*k_rxn*length/u 
Da_m = (1-phi)*a_v*k_m*length/u 
mu = 8.9e-4
rho = 1025
Re = rho*u*D_g/mu
alpha = disp_array[1]
log_k = K_pc
#+END_SRC

#+NAME: implication_plot
#+BEGIN_SRC python :session discussion_implications :results silent :exports none 
numeric = np.load('data_implications.npy')
for idx in range(0,len(type_str),1):
    figure_implications = plt.figure()
    ax1 = figure_implications.add_subplot(1, 1, 1)
    ax1.tick_params(axis='y', which='both', labelleft='on', labelright='off', direction='in', left='on', right='on',bottom='on',top='on', pad=5)
    ax1.tick_params(axis='x', which='both', direction='in', bottom='on',top='on', pad=5)
    ax2 = ax1.twinx()
    ax2.tick_params(axis='y', which='both', labelleft='off', labelright='on', direction='in', left='off', right='on',bottom='on',top='on', pad=5)
   # ax1.set_ylim(0, 5.1)
    ax2.set_ylim(0.5, 1.01)
#    ax1.set_xlim(0, 1.01)
    ax1.set_ylabel(r'Bulk concentration, $C_i$, M')
    #ax1.set_ylabel(r'$\ce{Ca^2+}$ concentration, M')
    if idx == 1:
        ax2.set_ylabel(r'Equivalent fraction, $2n_{i}/CEC$')
    else:
        ax2.set_ylabel(r'Equivalent fraction, $2n_{\ce{Ca^2+}}/CEC$')
    ax1.set_xlabel(r'Dimensionless distance, $x/L$')
    l5 = ax1.plot(numeric[idx][0],numeric[idx][1], color=colors[0], linestyle=linestyle_tuple[dashes[0]], label=r'$\ce{Ca^2+}$')
    l6 = ax1.plot(numeric[idx][0],numeric[idx][2], color=colors[1], linestyle=linestyle_tuple[dashes[1]], label=r'$\ce{Na^+}$')
    l7 = ax1.plot(numeric[idx][0],numeric[idx][3], color=colors[2], linestyle=linestyle_tuple[dashes[2]], label=r'$\ce{Cl^-}$')
    l8 = ax2.plot(numeric[idx][0],numeric[idx][4], color=colors[3], linestyle=linestyle_tuple[dashes[3]], label=r'$\ce{$>$S_2-Ca}$')
    if idx == 1:
        l9 = ax2.plot(numeric[idx][0],numeric[idx][5], color=colors[4], linestyle=linestyle_tuple[dashes[4]], label=r'$\ce{$>$S_2-SO_4}$')
        l10 = ax1.plot(numeric[idx][0],numeric[idx][6], color=colors[5], linestyle=linestyle_tuple[dashes[5]], label=r'$\ce{SO_4^2-}$')
    else:
        l9 = ax2.plot([0,0])
        l10 = ax2.plot([0,0])
    loc = ['center left','center right','center right','center right']
    bbox_anch = [[0.05, 0.4], [0.95, 0.4], [0.95, 0.4], [0.95,0.4]]
    fname_suffix = ['Optimal', 'Optimal-sulphate','2dSW-LSW','2dSW-LSW']
    #lines = [l1[0], l2[0], l3[0], l4[0]]
    lines = [l5[0], l6[0], l7[0], l10[0], l8[0], l9[0]]
    ax1.set_xlim([-0.01, 1.01])
    ax1.set_ylim([0, 2.05])
    ax1.legend(lines, [lines_.get_label() for lines_ in lines], loc=loc[idx], bbox_to_anchor=bbox_anch[idx]).set_zorder(100)
    plt.tight_layout()
    #plt.grid()
    ax1.grid(which='major', axis='both', linestyle='--', linewidth = 0.5)
    figure_implications.savefig(filename + '_' + fname_suffix[idx] + '.png', dpi=300)
    plt.close('all')
    #break

u = 3.56e-6 # m/s, which is 1ft/day, hardcoded in phreeqc code
A = D**2*np.pi/4
Q = u*A
length = L*N
porevolume = 10 # mL
pe = length/disp_array[1]
D_m = 2e-9
D_g = 6/a_v
pe_m = u*D_g/D_m
D_L = u*length/pe
pe_l = u*D_g/D_L
Dl_Dm = D_L/D_m
Da_rxn = 2*(1-phi)*a_v*k_rxn*length/u 
Da_m = (1-phi)*a_v*k_m*length/u 
mu = 8.9e-4
rho = 1025
Re = rho*u*D_g/mu
alpha = disp_array[1]
log_k = K_pc
#+END_SRC


#+NAME: adsorption_isotherm_init
#+BEGIN_SRC python :session adsorption_isotherm  :exports none :results silent 
import numpy as np
import sympy as sp
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

# define variabes
n_ca,Y,X,K,n_ex,An = sp.symbols('n_ca, Y, X, K, n_ex, An', real=True);

# general isotherm expression in Ca
# we solve for n_ca and get n_na from CEC
# n_na = CEC - 2*n_ca
# eqn = Y_ca/(1-Y_ca)**2 - K_ex*CEC*X_ca/((1-X_ca)**2*Cl)
EQN  = Y/(1-Y)**2 - K*n_ex*X/((1-X)**2*An)
SOL = sp.solve(EQN, Y)

# This is a quadratic equation with only 2 roots, no loop needed
SOLs = []
SOLs.append(sp.lambdify([K,X,n_ex,An], SOL[0]))
SOLs.append(sp.lambdify([K,X,n_ex,An], SOL[1]))
#+END_SRC

#+NAME: adsorption_isotherm_constant salinity
#+BEGIN_SRC python :session adsorption_isotherm  :exports none :results silent 
# This is basically a constant salinity curve
Cl = 1000e-3
CEC = 0.00345
K_ex = 1500
X_range = np.logspace(-6, 0, 150)

ISOs = [i(K_ex,X_range,CEC,Cl) for i in SOLs] 

isos = [np.array(list(i)) for i in zip(*ISOs)]
isos = np.array([i[i <= 1][0] for i in isos])
Y_val = isos

fig = plt.figure(0)
line = plt.plot(X_range, Y_val, label=r'$C_{\ce{Cl-}} = \text{const}$', c='red')
plt.xlabel(r'$2C_{\ce{Ca^2+}}/C_{\ce{Cl-}}$')
plt.ylabel(r'$2n_{\ce{Ca^2+}}/n_{CEC}$')

#plt.savefig('X_vs_Y.png', dpi=300)
#plt.close('all')
#+END_SRC

#+NAME: adsorption_isotherm_change_both
#+BEGIN_SRC python :session adsorption_isotherm  :exports none :results silent 
Na = np.logspace(-1, 0.5, 50)
Ca = np.linspace(1000e-3, 500e-3, 50)
Cl = Na + 2*Ca

#CEC = np.array([0.0345]) # UNIT
#K_ex = np.array([1500])

X_ca = 2*Ca/Cl
Y_ca = 2*n_ca/CEC

# it returns Y, do not foreget to /2 and * CEC
ISOs = [i(K_ex,X_ca,CEC,Cl) for i in SOLs] 

# choose solutions that satisfy mass balance
isos = [np.array(list(i))*CEC/2 for i in zip(*ISOs)]
isos = np.array([i[2*np.array(i) <= CEC].astype('float') for i in isos])

N_ca = isos.flatten()
N_na = CEC - 2*N_ca

line1 = plt.plot(2*Ca/Cl, 2*N_ca/CEC, c='blue', linestyle=':', label=r'$C_{\ce{Ca^2+}}\downarrow\text{, }C_{\ce{Na+}}\uparrow$')
# find lowest salinity point
sal_inf = np.where(Cl == np.min(Cl))[0][0] # np.where(np.diff(np.sign(np.gradient(Cl))) !=0)[0][0]
plt.scatter(2*Ca[sal_inf]/Cl[sal_inf], 2*N_ca[sal_inf]/CEC, c='blue')

#plt.arrow(2*Ca[-1]/Cl[-1] - 0.02, 2*N_ca[-1]/CEC + 0.1, 0, 0.2, head_width=0.01, head_length=0.01, fc='k', ec='k')

# adding arrows
for position in [0.91]:
    xdata = line1[0].get_xdata()
    ydata = line1[0].get_ydata()
    start_ind = np.argmin(np.absolute(xdata - position))
    line1[0].axes.annotate('',
        xytext=(xdata[start_ind], ydata[start_ind]),
        xy=(xdata[start_ind+1], ydata[start_ind+1]),
        arrowprops=dict(arrowstyle="->", color='blue'),
        size=15
    )

for position in [0.05, 0.2, 0.6]:
    xdata = line1[0].get_xdata()
    ydata = line1[0].get_ydata()
    start_ind = np.argmin(np.absolute(xdata - position))
    line1[0].axes.annotate('',
        xytext=(xdata[start_ind], ydata[start_ind]),
        xy=(xdata[start_ind-1], ydata[start_ind-1]),
        arrowprops=dict(arrowstyle="->", color='blue'),
        size=15
    )


# The below snippet is to check salinity decrease direction
# labs = [str(i) for i in range(len(Ca))]
# plt.scatter(2*Ca/Cl, 2*N_ca/CEC, c='blue', linestyle=':', label=r'$C_{\ce{Ca^2+}} = \text{const}$')
# for i in range(len(Ca)):
#     plt.text(2*Ca[i]/Cl[i] + 0.03, 2*N_ca[i]/CEC, labs[i], fontsize=9)

#plt.savefig('isotherm-constant-salinity2.png', dpi=300)
#plt.close('all')
#+END_SRC

#+NAME: adsorption_isotherm_constant_ratio
#+BEGIN_SRC python :session adsorption_isotherm :exports none :results silent 
CaNa_ratio = 5
Ca = np.logspace(-2, 0.1, 20)
Na = CaNa_ratio*Ca
Cl = Na + 2*Ca
#CEC = np.array([0.0345]) # UNIT
#K_ex = np.array([1500])

X_ca = 2*Ca/Cl
Y_ca = 2*n_ca/CEC

# it returns Y, do not foreget to /2 and * CEC
ISOs = [i(K_ex,X_ca,CEC,Cl) for i in SOLs] 

# choose solutions that satisfy mass balance
isos = [np.array(list(i))*CEC/2 for i in zip(*ISOs)]
isos = np.array([i[2*np.array(i) <= CEC].astype('float') for i in isos])

N_ca = isos.flatten()
N_na = CEC - 2*N_ca

line2 = plt.plot(2*Ca/Cl, 2*N_ca/CEC, label=r'$C_{\ce{Na+}}/C_{\ce{Ca^2+}} = 5\text{, }C_{\ce{Cl-}}\downarrow$', c='green', linestyle = '--')
plt.scatter(2*Ca[0]/Cl[0], 2*N_ca[0]/CEC,c='green')

# plt.arrow(2*Ca[0]/Cl[0] + 0.03, 2*N_ca[-1]/CEC + 0.1, 0, 0.2, head_width=0.01, head_length=0.01, fc='k', ec='k')

# adding arrows
for position in [0.2, 0.5, 0.8]:
    line2[0].axes.annotate('',
        xytext=(2*Ca[0]/Cl[0], position),
        xy=(2*Ca[0]/Cl[0], position + 0.05),
        arrowprops=dict(arrowstyle="->", color='green'),
        size=15
    )

# The below snippet is to check salinity decrease direction
#labs = [str(i) for i in range(len(Ca))]
#plt.scatter(2*Ca/Cl, 2*N_ca/CEC, label=r'$C_{\ce{Na+}}/C_{\ce{Ca^2+}} = 5$')
#for i in range(len(Ca)):
#    plt.text(2*Ca[i]/Cl[i] + 0.03, 2*N_ca[i]/CEC, labs[i], fontsize=9)

# plt.text(2*Ca[0]/Cl[0] + 0.04, 2*N_ca[-1]/CEC + 0.15, 'Salinity\ndecreases')
plt.grid(linestyle='--', linewidth=0.5)
plt.legend()
plt.savefig('constant_ratio_vs_constant_salinity.png', dpi=300)
plt.close('all')
#+END_SRC

#+NAME: adsorption_carbonate_init
#+BEGIN_SRC python :session adsorption_carbonate :exports none :results silent
import csv
import numpy as np
import subprocess
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

phreeqc_bin = '/home/z/bin/phreeqc'
phreeqc_database = '/home/z/share/doc/phreeqc/database/phreeqc.dat'

def read_phreeqc_output(filename):
    zCa, zNa, yCl, yCO3, yHCO3, ySO4, Na, Cl, Ca, CO3, HCO3, SO4 = 12*[np.empty(0)]
    with open(filename + '.pco', newline='') as csvfile:
        spamreader = csv.DictReader(csvfile, delimiter='\t',  skipinitialspace=True)
        for index,row in enumerate(spamreader):
            if (index + 1)  % 3  == 0:
               zCa = np.append(zCa,float(row['zCa']))
               zNa = np.append(zNa,float(row['zNa']))
               yCl = np.append(yCl,float(row['yCl']))
               yCO3 = np.append(yCO3,float(row['yCO3']))
               ySO4 = np.append(ySO4,float(row['ySO4']))
               yHCO3 = np.append(yHCO3,float(row['yHCO3']))
               Na = np.append(Na,float(row['m_Na+']))
               Ca = np.append(Ca,float(row['m_Ca+2']))
               Cl = np.append(Cl,float(row['m_Cl-']))
               CO3 = np.append(CO3,float(row['m_CO3-2']))
               HCO3 = np.append(HCO3,float(row['m_HCO3-']))
               SO4 = np.append(SO4,float(row['m_SO4-2']))
            else: continue
    return [zCa, zNa, yCl, yCO3, yHCO3, ySO4, Na, Cl, Ca, CO3, HCO3, SO4]

phreeqc_input_common = """

EXCHANGE_MASTER_SPECIES
Z Z-
Y Y+

EXCHANGE_SPECIES 

Z- = Z- ; log_k 0
Y+ = Y+ ; log_k 0

Z- + Na+ = NaZ ; log_k 0

2Z- + Ca+2 = CaZ2 ; log_k {K1} 

Y+ + Cl- = YCl ; log_k 0

# Y+ + HCO3- = YHCO3 ; log_k {K2}

# 2Y+ + CO3-2 = Y2CO3 ; log_k {K3}

2Y+ + SO4-2 = Y2SO4 ; log_k {K3}


USER_PUNCH 1
-headings zCa zNa yCl yCO3 yHCO3 ySO4
-start
10 PUNCH EQUIV_FRAC("CaZ2", eq, x$)
20 PUNCH EQUIV_FRAC("NaZ", eq, x$)
30 PUNCH EQUIV_FRAC("YCl", eq, x$)
40 PUNCH EQUIV_FRAC("Y2CO3", eq, x$)
50 PUNCH EQUIV_FRAC("YHCO3", eq, x$)
60 PUNCH EQUIV_FRAC("Y2SO4", eq, x$)
-end


SELECTED_OUTPUT 1
-file                 {filename}.pco
-molalities Na+ Ca+2 Cl- CO3-2 HCO3- SO4-2
-reset                false
-high_precision       true
-ionic_strength       true
PRINT
#-reset false
#-warnings true

"""

phreeqc_input = """ 

SOLUTION 1
units mol/L
temp 25.0
pH 7 charge
-water 1 

Na {Na_init} 
Ca {Ca_init}
Cl {Cl_init}
S(6) {S_init}

EQUILIBRIUM_PHASES 1
Calcite 0 10
CO2(g) -3.5 10

EXCHANGE 1
-equilibrate 1
Z {CEC}
Y {CEC}

END

"""

# CaNa_ratio = 5
# Ca = np.logspace(-2, 0, 20)
# Na = CaNa_ratio*Ca
# Cl = Na + 2*Ca
# CEC = 0.0345


# X_ca = np.logspace(-3, 0, 50)
# Cl = np.array(len(X_ca)*[1])
# Ca = X_ca*Cl/2
# Na = Cl - 2*Ca 
# CEC = 0.00345

# dilution with DI water
# not exactly DI water, the ratio changes a lot because of ionic strength effect
# I am not showing this case, but it is useful for learning purposes
data0 = {
'Na' : 2.5*np.linspace(1000e-3, 500e-3, 50)
'Ca' : np.linspace(1000e-3, 500e-3, 50),
'SO4' : np.linspace(1, 0.5, 50), # np.array(len(Na)*[0])
'CEC' : 0.00345
}
# dilution with NaCl brine
data1 = {
'Na':np.array(50*[1.5]), #np.logspace(0.5, -1, 50)
'Ca': np.linspace(2, 0.1, 50),
'SO4': np.linspace(2, 0.1, 50), # np.array(len(Na)*[0])
'CEC':0.00345
}

data_all = [data0, data1]

filenames = ['carbonate_ads_DI', 'carbonate_ads_NaCl']

for idx,filename in enumerate(filenames):
    data = data_all[idx]
    locals().update(data) 
    Cl = Na + 2*Ca -2*SO4
    input_vars_common = {
    'filename':filename,
    'K1':1.3,
    'K2':1.3,
    'K3':1.3
    }
    pc_common = phreeqc_input_common.format(**input_vars_common)
    tmp = ''
    for Ca_init,Na_init,Cl_init,S_init in zip(Ca,Na,Cl,SO4):
        input_vars = {
        'Na_init':Na_init,
        'Ca_init':Ca_init,
        'Cl_init':Cl_init,
        'S_init':S_init,
        'CEC':CEC,
        }
        tmp = ''.join([tmp, phreeqc_input.format(**input_vars)])
    pc_input_final = ''.join([pc_common, tmp])
    with open(filename + '.pci', "w") as text_file:
        text_file.write(pc_input_final)
    subprocess.run([phreeqc_bin, filename + '.pci', 'OUTPUT.tmp', phreeqc_database])

#+END_SRC

#+NAME: adsorption_carbonate_DI
#+BEGIN_SRC python :session adsorption_carbonate :exports none :results silent
zCa, zNa, yCl, yCO3, yHCO3, ySO4, Na, Cl, Ca, CO3, HCO3, SO4 = read_phreeqc_output('carbonate_ads_DI')

fig1 = plt.figure()
ax1 = fig1.add_subplot(1,1,1)
ax2 = ax1.twiny()
ax2.tick_params(axis='x', which='both', labeltop='off')
#ax2.tick_params(axis='y', which='both', right='on', left='off', labelright='on'

X_ca = 2*Ca/Cl
zCa = zCa[X_ca <= 1]
X_ca = X_ca[X_ca <= 1]
ax1.plot(X_ca, zCa, c='red', label=r'$\ce{Ca^2+}/\ce{Na+}$ exchange')
ax1.scatter(X_ca[-1], zCa[-1], c='red')

X_so4 = 2*SO4/Na
ySO4 = ySO4[X_so4 <= 1]
X_so4 = X_so4[X_so4 <= 1]

ax1.plot(X_so4, ySO4, c='green', linestyle='--', label=r'$\ce{SO_4^2-}/\ce{Cl-}$ exchange')
ax1.scatter(X_so4[-1], ySO4[-1], c='green')

#ax2.set_xlim(ax1.get_xlim())
#ax2.set_xticks(ax1.get_xticks())
# ax2.set_xticklabels('')

ax1.set_xlabel(r'$2C_{i}/C_{j}$')
ax1.set_ylabel(r'$2n_{i}/CEC$')
ax2.set_xlabel(r'$2C_{i}/C_{j}$')
ax2.set_ylabel(r'$2n_{i}/CEC$')

ax1.set_ylim([-0.05,1.05])
ax2.set_ylim([-0.05,1.05])
ax1.set_xlim([-0.05,1.05])
ax2.set_xlim([-0.05,1.05])

ax1.grid(linestyle='--', linewidth=0.5)
ax1.legend()
plt.savefig('carbonate_exchange_DI.png', dpi=300)
plt.close('all')

#+END_SRC

#+NAME: adsorption_carbonate_NaCl
#+BEGIN_SRC python :session adsorption_carbonate :exports none :results silent
zCa, zNa, yCl, yCO3, yHCO3, ySO4, Na, Cl, Ca, CO3, HCO3, SO4 = read_phreeqc_output('carbonate_ads_NaCl')

fig2 = plt.figure()
ax1 = fig2.add_subplot(1,1,1)
ax2 = ax1.twiny()
ax2.tick_params(axis='x', which='both', labeltop='off')
#ax2.tick_params(axis='y', which='both', right='on', left='off', labelright='on'


X_ca = 2*Ca/Cl
zCa = zCa[X_ca <= 1]
X_ca = X_ca[X_ca <= 1]
ax1.plot(X_ca, zCa, c='red', label=r'$\ce{Ca^2+}/\ce{Na+}$ exchange')
ax1.scatter(X_ca[-1], zCa[-1], c='red')


X_so4 = 2*SO4/Na
ySO4 = ySO4[X_so4 <= 1]
X_so4 = X_so4[X_so4 <= 1]

ax1.plot(X_so4, ySO4, c='green', linestyle='--', label=r'$\ce{SO_4^2-}/\ce{Cl-}$ exchange')
ax1.scatter(X_so4[-1], ySO4[-1], c='green')

ax1.set_xlabel(r'$2C_{i}/C_{j}$')
ax1.set_ylabel(r'$2n_{i}/CEC$')
# ax2.set_xlabel(r'$2C_{i}/C_{j}$')
ax2.set_ylabel(r'$2n_{i}/CEC$')

ax1.set_ylim([-0.05,1.05])
ax2.set_ylim([-0.05,1.05])
ax1.set_xlim([-0.05,1.05])
ax2.set_xlim([-0.05,1.05])

ax1.grid(linestyle='--', linewidth=0.5)
ax1.legend()
# plt.xlim([-0.05,1.05])
plt.savefig('carbonate_exchange_NaCl.png', dpi=300)
plt.close('all')
#+END_SRC

* build manuscript simple                                          :noexport:

#+BEGIN_SRC emacs-lisp
(org-latex-export-to-latex)
(shell-command  "latexmk -f -g -e '$pdflatex=q/pdflatex %O -shell-escape %S/' -pdf -pvc- --view=none 20200115.tex")
(org-latex-export-to-pdf)
#+END_SRC


#+RESULTS:
: /home/z/WORK/Documents/Conferences/EAGE 2020/20200115.pdf
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